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Proton collisions with hydrogen molecules at 30 eV in the laboratory frame is a simple ion-molecule
system exhibiting a number of distinct processes such as inelastic scattering, charge transfer,
rearrangement, and dissociation. The electron nuclear dynamics~END! theory which allows full
electron nuclear coupling and which does not restrict the system from reaching any of the possible
product channels, is applied to this sytem to produce transition probabilities, differential, and
integral ~vibrationally resolved! cross sections. Comparisons with experiment demonstrate that
END, even in its simplest implementation, with a single determinantal state for the electrons and
with classical nuclei, yields results that are competitive with other theoretical approaches. ©1995
American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Surprisingly little is known at the present time about the
dynamics of charge transfer in ion-molecule collisions. Con-
ventional pictures of reactive collisions, such as charge trans-
fer, involve transitions between two or more potential energy
hypersurfaces and regions of configuration space where di-
abatic potential energy surfaces cross and where the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation breaks down. The accurate de-
termination of adiabatic or diabatic potential energy surfaces
and their nonadiabatic coupling terms is a theoretically chal-
lenging and tedious undertaking and far from a routine task
even for as simple cases as triatomic systems. The pointwise
representation of adiabatic potential energy surfaces and
their coupling terms must be fitted to some suitable analyti-
cal form, a far from trivial task, which can introduce errors
that are hard to control. One can thus easily identify reasons
for the scarcity of theoretical results for charge transfer dy-
namics. Similarly, there are experimental difficulties to over-
come both in identification of product ions and neutral spe-
cies as well as in their state selection.

The relatively recent study of vibrationally resolved
charge transfer processes in proton hydrogen molecule colli-
sions at 30 eV~laboratory frame! by Niedner, Noll, Toennies,
and Schlier1 with comparisons to theoretical investigations
using the trajectory surface hopping model2,3 ~TSHM! has
stimulated a quantum mechanical study of this system in
three dimensions by Baer, Niedner-Schatteburg, and
Toennies4 using two diatomics-in-molecules~DIM ! surfaces
in internal coordinates and a transformation to diabatic sur-
faces and associated coupling terms. There is better agree-
ment between experiment and theory using the quantum me-
chanical study than with the TSHM, but there are still some
discrepancies in cross sections, both total and differential.

We present here a theoretical study of this simple colli-
sional system using the electron nuclear dynamics~END!
approach,5,6which does not employ potential energy surfaces
but considers, in a limited electronic basis set, the full dy-
namics of electrons and nuclei under the influence of instan-
taneous mutual forces. In the following sections the results
of this study are analyzed and presented. The agreement with

experiment is excellent. This is encouraging since the calcu-
lations are carried out at the simplest level of the theory. In
this sense, it follows the trend of other applications of END
to ion-atom and other ion-molecule collisions.7,8

The END is an explicitly time-dependent theory and em-
ploys the time-dependent variational principle to develop a
set of coupled first-order differential equations that approxi-
mate the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation with the full
many-particle Coulombic Hamiltonian for electrons and nu-
clei. A laboratory system of Cartesian coordinates is used
avoiding the often cumbersome and limiting transformations
to special internal coordinates. The dynamical equations
fully account for electron-nuclear coupling terms and assume
the form of Hamilton’s equations on a generalized phase
space.9 The structure of these equations is discussed in the
next section.

The reasons for the development of such a detailed dy-
namical theory as END and its implementation in the com-
puter codeENDyne10 are many. The more immediate motiva-
tion for that substantial undertaking is the growing evidence
that the tools now exist to solve the time-dependent Schro¨-
dinger equation for systems of chemical interest. The deeper
reason for why this substantial effort is considered wortwhile
is to look for a simple yet manageable dynamical formula-
tion of electron transfer processes and the determination of
rates of elementary reactions in general. Obviously, time-
evolving states are describing chemical transformations and
spectroscopic measurements on the molecular and submo-
lecular level. Such states are the solutions of the fundamental
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation. This equation, rather
than the time-independent one, can be transformed between
the Schro¨dinger, Heisenberg, and interaction pictures of
quantum mechanics. Currently, the time-independent Schro¨-
dinger equation and the determination of its stationary state
eigensolutions are receiving the bulk of the attention of the
quantum chemists. In particular, the stationary electronic
states and their associated potential energy surfaces are theo-
retical constructs that have occupied quantum chemistry and
molecular dynamics since the beginning of quantitative
theory. In general, a few adiabatic stationary states and their
potential energy surfaces with associated nonadiabatic cou-
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pling terms would be necessary to give an accurate descrip-
tion of a dynamical process. Their role is that of a basis for
the evolving state. END uses a classical description of the
nuclei and attempts to describe the evolving molecular state
in a basis of atomic orbitals that move with the nuclei.

One drawback of not using potential energy surfaces and
the corresponding stationary electronic states is that one
gives up some of the most common and familiar pictures and
interpretations used for dynamical events. However, the
treatment of dynamics without potential energy surfaces us-
ing the direct calculation of evolving states in an arbitrary
basis, and their projections onto specific initial or final states,
can also be given clear and often striking interpretations. The
full dynamical treatment of electrons and nuclei together in a
laboratory system of coordinates is, of course, computation-
ally intensive and difficult. One could argue that it is too
ambitious an undertaking. However, when compared to the
total effort of the accurate determination of relevant potential
energy surfaces and their couplig terms, appropriate analyti-
cal interpolation of the pointwise representation of these sur-
faces and coupling terms, and the solution of the coupled
dynamical equations in a suitable system of internal coordi-
nates, the effort does not look quite as daunting.

The END theory at its simplest level of implementation
is presented in the next section followed by a section that
describes the results for the H11H2 system and compares
them to the experiments and to other theoretical results. A
special subsection is devoted to the analysis of product mol-
ecule vibrational states. This is important, since the simplest
END description employs classical nuclei. The last section
offers some concluding remarks and looks towards future
applications of the END approach.

II. THE END THEORY

A. Dynamical equations

The electron nuclear dynamics theory9 employs the
time-dependent variational principle to arrive at the dynami-
cal equations for the system. This is a common approach, for
instance, the derivation of the equations of classical mechan-
ics from a variational principle is generally considered the
most elegant way to arrive at the dynamical equations, either
in Hamilton’s form or in Newton’s form. The power of this
approach becomes obvious especially when complex sys-
tems are studied. After one has selected the proper degrees of
freedom for the problem at hand the variational principle
produces the correct set of coupled dynamical equations that
determines their evolution in time. There are numerous ex-
amples of this approach in all fields of physics and engineer-
ing. The first step is the selection of the relevant coordinates
q and their velocitiesq̇ or their conjugate momentap. Next
one defines the Lagrangian in terms of coordinates and ve-
locities

L~q,q̇!5T~q,q̇!2V~q,q̇!, ~1!

or in terms of coordinates and momenta, incorporating all
relevant interactions

L~q,p!5(
i
pi q̇i~q,p!2H~q,p!

5(
i
pi q̇i~q,p!2T~q,p!2V~q,p!. ~2!

The variational principle, making stationary the action with
respect to variations in the coordinates and the velocities,

dA5dE Ldt50, ~3!

then results in the Euler–Lagrange equations for the system

d

dt

]L

]q̇
5

]L

]q
. ~4!

These equations become the Hamiltonian equations

q̇5
]H

]p
, ṗ52

]H

]q
, ~5!

when the variation is performed with respect to the coordi-
nates and the momenta.

Although it has been known since the beginning of
quantum mechanics that the Schro¨dinger equation can be
obtained from a variational principle,11 this approach has not
seen much use in the derivation of equations for the dynam-
ics of a complex system. Maybe this is because the dynami-
cal variables, i.e., the coordinates and their conjugate mo-
menta in the fundamental derivation of the Schro¨dinger
equation are the real and imaginary parts of the wave func-
tion, which are hard to visualize in order to provide simple
physical pictures. There are some examples of this kind of
approach for complex systems, for instance, the popular
Car–Parinello method12 is an application of the variational
principle, but the need to introduce a fictitious kinetic energy
term for the electronic degrees of freedom has resulted in
some controversy between proponents and opponents13 of
this approach.

It is, however, perfectly possible to use the variational
principle to obtain a consistent set of dynamical equations
for all degrees of freedom relevant for the description of a
complex system. In chemistry one can obtain a consistent
and effective description of a molecular system, by consid-
ering the atomic nuclei as classical particles and by treating
the electrons quantum mechanically described with a single
determinantal wave function

uz&5 det $x i~xj !%. ~6!

The nuclear positionsR and momentaP then form a part of
phase space, while the electronic part of phase space is con-
structed by building the wave function with molecular orbit-
als

x i5ui1 (
j5N11

K

ujzji ~7!

composed of atomic spin orbitals$ui(x)% centered on the
nuclei and moving with them. The dynamic variables, i.e.,
the~generalized! coordinates and momenta, for the electronic
degrees of freedom are the complex coefficientsz5$zji %.
Note that it is essential for the dynamics that the orbital
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coefficients are complex, since there must be an imaginary
component to play the role of conjugate momentum or ve-
locity. An alternative choice would be the modulus and the
phase, but the real and imaginary parts seem to yield the
simplest dynamical equations.

Classical nuclei and a single determinantal wave func-
tion description of the electrons constitute the simplest
model in a possible hierarchy of treatments of molecular sys-
tems within the END theory. This model clearly has deficien-
cies, some of which have been addressed elsewhere9 with
suggestions for generalization, but it has been successful in
treating a number of complex processes, including ion-atom
and ion-molecule collisions, and intramolecular electron
transfer. It actually can be seen as a first step in a systematic
procedure that in the end leads to a full quantum mechanical
treatment.

The classical treatment of the nuclei can be obtained as
the narrow width limit of a nuclear product wave function of
Gaussians. A quantum mechanical description of identical
nuclei, such as the protons considered here, should, in prin-
ciple, employ a wave function with proper permutational
symmetry. The classical treatment, which neglects such sym-
metry properties obviously cannot treat, e.g., the forbidden
transitions necessary to understand the details of spectros-
copy. Another effect is that the narrow wave packet limit
puts to zero the exchange terms in the energy, which appear
with the proper permutational symmetry. This approximation
appears well justified.

Discretization schemes are a natural way of transforming
the dynamical equations into a computational problem. The
use of grid-point methods, as is done in quantum molecular
dynamics, is one such approach. For accuracy, a large num-
ber of discretization points is usually needed. In this way, the
values of the wave function at discrete points are used as
‘‘coordinates.’’ It is difficult to see how to fit a description in
terms of such coordinates into a hierarchy of treatments, say,
ranging from classical point particles at the simplest level to
a full quantum model at the most sophisticated level. The
END theory instead utilizes as coordinates~dynamical vari-
ables! the average values of the position and the momentum
in terms of a chosen wave function form, and a set of com-
plex parameters that describe the shape of the wave function.
The theory of coherent states14–16,5,6,9provides the math-
ematical foundation for the choice of such nonredundant dy-
namical variables, and also for the quantum-classical corre-
spondence, and thus for the construction algorithms yielding
a natural hierarchy of coordinates and associated levels of
dynamical treatment.

Once the coordinates or the dynamical variables are cho-
sen, the construction of the Lagrangian is straightforward.
For END at the simplest level the quantum mechanical elec-
tronic Lagrangian is added to the classical Lagrangian for the
nuclei to give

L5
1

2 (
k

~Pk•Ṙk2Rk• Ṗk!2(
k

Pk
2

2Mk

1^zu
i

2 S ddt2 d̃

dt D 2Heluz/^zuz&, ~8!

where the tilde on the time differentiation indicates that it
acts to the left and where the electronic HamiltonianHel
contains the internuclear Coulombic repulsion terms. Sta-
tionarity of the corresponding action leads to the Euler–
Lagrange equations in Hamiltonian form6,9 and to the follow-
ing set of dynamical equations for the model

S iC 0 iCR 0

0 2 iC* 2 iCR* 0

iCR
† 2 iCR

T iCRR 2I

0 0 I 0

D S ż

ż*

Ṙ

Ṗ

D 5S ]E/]z*

]E/]z

]E/]R

]E/]P
D .

~9!

In somewhat more detail these equations can be expressed as

Cż1(
l
CRl

Ṙl52 i ]E/]z* ,

Ṗk12 Im Tr~CRk
† ż)2(

l
CRkRl

Ṙl52“Rk
E, ~10!

Ṙk5Pk /Mk .

Here

S~z* ,R,z,R8!5^zuz&, ~11!

is the overlap of two determinantal wave functions for dif-
ferent nuclear arrangements, the energy

E5(
k

Pk
2

2Mk
1

^zuHeluz&
^zuz&

, ~12!

Mk a nuclear mass, and the matrices in the phase space met-
ric are defined as

C5
]2 ln S~z* ,R,z,R8!

]z* ]z U
R85R

, ~13!

CR5
]2 ln S~z* ,R,z,R8!

]z* ]R U
R85R

, ~14!

and

CRR522 Im
]2 ln S~z* ,R,z,R8!

]R]R8
U
R85R

. ~15!

In these expressionsz5$zji % denotes a vector array with (K
2N)3N elements.

Detailed expressions of all these quantities have been
published.9 Their evaluation and the integration of the
coupled system of dynamical equations are coded in the pro-
gram systemENDyne.10

One can discern the electron-nuclear coupling in the dy-
namical metric terms. The importance of the coupling terms
for the correct description of dynamical events has been
studied8 and their effect on electron transfer probabilities and
cross sections documented in some detail.

These equations have now been solved for a number of
small collisional systems involving both ionic and neutral
atoms and molecules employing modest Gaussian electronic
basis sets, and the results have uniformly shown excellent
agreement5–8 with the best experimental studies for transi-
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tion probabilities, differential, and total cross sections. It is
therefore possible to put a great deal of trust in the results
obtained here for the H11H2 collisions.

The applications made so far with the END approach
have covered a substantial range of collision energies, from a
fraction of an electron volt to several keV, with equal ease.
Dynamical approaches that use potential energy surfaces
have to include higher stationary energy eigenstates and their
potential energy surfaces and coupling terms with increasing
collision energy, a complication that has severely restricted
applications of many current theoretical approaches. The use
of energy eigenstates and potential energy surfaces also in-
troduces the need to employ internal coordinates, which be-
comes quite forbidding for larger systems and can limit the
accuracy of even fully quantum mechanical dynamics.

B. Projection of evolving states

Transition probabilities pertaining to an elementary reac-
tion are obtained by projecting the evolving state corre-
sponding to given initial conditions on various suitable prod-
uct states. The END evolving state is a Thouless determinant
for the participating electrons. Each evolving molecular spin
orbital is a linear combination

x i5f i1 (
j5N11

K

f j zj i ~16!

of orthonormal molecular spin orbitals$f i%, which in turn
are expressed in nonorthogonal atomic spin orbitals$ui% cen-
tered on the dynamically moving nuclei.

Although quite general processes can be studied in this
manner within the END approach, it is useful for clarity to
specialize here to the case of collisional systems where the
product channels consist of at most two fragments. Generali-
zation of the following discussion to situations with more
product moieties should be obvious.

The two separating product fragments are labeledA and
B, which means that the evolving molecular orbitals can be
expressed as

x i5x i
A1x i

B ~17!

and the product fragments are said to be separated when the
overlap of the atomic spin orbitals on fragmentA with those
on fragmentB are negligible.

At any given point in time,T, in the evolution after
which the separation of products has taken place, a particular
molecular product fragment finds itself with some nuclear
geometry and its electronic wave function can be projected
on an electronic eigenstate of that geometry determined in
the same atomic orbital basis. Ideally one should use a full
configuration interaction description of such a state, but often
a simpler description as that of single excitations only or
singles and doubles are found to be sufficient. However, for
many processes, as say ion-atom or ion-molecule collisions,
one is often only interested in the projections on various
charge states, which can be given an even simpler treatment.

The normalized electronic determinantal state vector at
time T

uz~T!&/^z~T!uz~T!&1/2

5ux1
A1x1

B x2
A1x2

B ••• xN
A1xN

Bu^z~T!uz~T!&1/2 ~18!

can be expanded in terms of determinants with different
numbers of atomic spin orbitals on each of the two fragments
as

ux1
A1x1

B x2
A1x2

B ••• xN
A1xN

Bu

5$ux1
Ax2

A•••xN
Au%1$ux1

Bx2
A•••xN

Au1ux1
Ax2

B•••xN
Au

1•••1ux1
Ax2

A•••xN
Bu%1$ux1

Bx2
B•••xN

Au1•••%

1•••1$ux1
Bx2

B•••xN
Bu%, ~19!

where each curly bracket contains (M
N ) single determinants

corresponding to the possible ways of distributing electron
charge between the two fragments. Depending on the par-
ticular system many of these possibilities may have insignifi-
cant weight as obtained from the molecular orbital coeffi-
cients. For instance, for neutral or singly charged reactant
species only the possibilities of transfer of one or two elec-
trons, and no transfer may have significant weights. At sepa-
rated products the overlaps between functions of different
possible fragmentations vanish.

The transformation between the orthonormal reference
molecular spin orbitals$f i% and the nonorthogonal atomic
spin orbital basis is

f i5(
j
uj~Us

21/2! j i , ~20!

whereU is the unitary transformation that diagonalizes the
metric

D5$D i j %, D i j5^ui uuj&, ~21!

of the atomic orbital basis to form the diagonal matrix

s5U†DU. ~22!

This means that the relation

ui5(
k

fk~s
1/2U†!ki ~23!

holds.
Expanding the~nonorthogonal! evolving molecular or-

bitals and then also the determinants in Eq.~19! according to
these transformations in terms of the orthonormal reference
molecular orbitals for, say, fragmentC, yields

x i
C5(

k,l
fk
C~s1/2UC†!klcli5(

k
fk
Cdki

C ~24!

and, for example,

ux1
Ax2

B•••xN
Bu5 (

i1 ,i2 ,...,i N
di11
A di22

B •••diNN
B uf i1

Af i2
B •••f i N

B u.

~25!

Since the determinants on the right are orthonormal one can
obtain the relevant transition probabilities to particular
charge states by simply squaring the coefficientsdi11

A

di22
B •••diNN

B , adding them up, and dividing by the total nor-

malization^z(T) uz(T)&.
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III. H11H2

A. Experiment and previous theory

From a theoretical point of view, the

Ha
11HbHc~v i50! ~26!

system of reactants exhibits four distinct processes: The non-
transfer~NT! inelastic channel with the products

Ha
11HbHc~v f !, ~27!

the charge transfer~CT! channel yielding

Ha1HbHc
1~v f !, ~28!

the rearrangement (R) or ‘‘reactive’’ channels with products

Hb/c
1 1HaHc/b~v f ! ~29!

and

Hb/c1HaHc/b
1 ~v f !, ~30!

and the collision-induced dissociation (D) channels, produc-
ing

Ha
11Hb1Hc ~31!

or

Ha1Hb/c
1 1Hc/b . ~32!

Such a detail is not possible to observe in the experi-
ments used here for comparison. In fact, the established theo-
retical methods usually make simplifying assumptions that
eliminate from consideration some of the channels. For in-
stance, constraints on the range of some interparticle dis-
tances will prevent the dynamics to reach the dissociative
channels.

The END calculations are compared with results from
experimental studies on the NT product channel showing vi-
brational~rotational! excitation of the H2 molecule

17–20 and
on the charge transfer~CT! channel.1 Differential cross sec-
tions both for scattered protons and hydrogen atoms have
been measured at a collision energy of 30 eV in the labora-
tory frame~20 eV in the center-of-mass frame!.

A numer of theoretical models has been applied to this
system. The trajectory surface hopping model2,3 ~TSHM!
was used for comparison with a time of flight experiment.1

Disagreements were attributed to unspecified inadequacies of
the chosen potential energy surfaces. In particular, the ex-
perimental results show a more pronounced angular depen-
dence of the differential cross sections for charge transfer
than do the theoretical ones. A quite extensive and elaborate
three-dimensional quantum mechanical study of this system4

employing the DIM surface suggested by Ellison,21 and in-
voking the infinite order sudden approximation4 ~IOSA! has
been carried out with some better agreement with experiment
than that of TSHM. Still, there are discernible differences
between some of the results of this study~which will be
referred to as IOSA for short! and experiment; particularly,
the position of the rainbow angle, and vibrationally resolved
differential cross sections deviate from the experimental re-
sults. Internal coordinates consisting of the distanceR, be-
tween the projectile and the center of mass of the target

molecule, the bond distancer of the diatomic, and an orien-
tation angleg, are used in this approach. The discretization
of g, the determination of the limits ofR and r , and their
influence on the results are said to represent a considerable
effort. Yet, it appears that the value chosen forrmax of 2.2 Å
excludes any of the processes involving proton exchange, or
total breakup, both of which take place at this energy. Fur-
thermore,Rmax54.7 Å seems a bit too small a product sepa-
ration when one of the fragments is charged. Thus, even the
three-dimensional quantum mechanical treatment on two
coupled surfaces involves a rather constrained dynamics. In
view of this, it is interesting to perform the END study of
this system with a full dynamics of electrons and nuclei,
particularly since the END allows for all possible product
channels and does not employ potential energy surfaces.

B. Initial conditions and final state analysis

The present END calculations were performed with the
ENDyne program package.10 Parameters defining the initial
conditions of the reactants are depicted in Fig. 1. The nuclei
originally of the H2 molecule are labeleda and b,
respectively, and the H1 projectile is labeledc. The elec-
tronic state is described in a pVDZ (4s1p)/[2s1p] basis of
Dunning22–24centered on each of the three nuclei. This basis
has shown to be adequate in earlier END studies on hydro-
genic systems.25 The H2 molecule is initially in its electronic
ground state and at its equilibrium geometry as given by the
single determinant approximation in the given basis. It is
initially at rest with its center of mass at the origin of the
laboratory frame. The classical description of the nuclei
means that the nuclei are stationary in the vibrational ground
state. The H1 projectile is placed 15 a.u. from the target with
a momentum corresponding toElab 30 eV in thez direction.
A number of END trajectories are then calculated for varying

FIG. 1. Reactant initial conditions for the END H11H2 calculations. The
nuclei of the H2 molecule are labeleda andb, respectively~nucleusa with
initial x, y, andz positions all>0!, and the H1 projectile is labeledc. The
molecular initial orientation@a,b# is given by the polar anglea between the
bond and thez axis ~0<a<180°!, and the azimuthal angleb between the
projection of the bond axis in thexy plane and thex axis ~0<b<90°!.
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initial orientation @a,b# of the target~see Fig. 1! and for
different values of the projectile impact parameterb. The
values of the polar anglea are chosen in steps of 15° from 0°
to 180°, and it was found sufficient to consider only the
values 0°, 45°, and 90° for the azimuthal angleb. The impact
parameterb assumes values in steps of 0.1 a.u. from 0.0 to
2.0 a.u. and in steps of 0.2 a.u. from 2.0 to 6.0 a.u. Advan-
tage can be taken of the symmetry so that, say, results of an
orientation@a,90°# are equivalent to those of the orientation
@180°2a,90°#. Still the full study involves about 1160 fully
dynamical trajectories. Each trajectory evolution ran for 900
a.u. of time in order to achieve full separation of the product
fragments. The calculations were performed on an IBM RS/
6000-580 computer. The version of theENDyne code used in
this study allowed a total evolution to be carried out in about
two hours of CPU time. For example, in the case of the
orientation@75°,0°# with an evolution time of 900 a.u., the
CPU time decreased steadily from 2.5 h forb50.0 a.u. to
2.0 h forb56.0 a.u.

EachENDyne run produces the final state of the system
of product species, i.e., the final electronic wave function and
the final nuclear positions and momenta. From the END evo-
lution selected properties can be calculated with a variety of
tools, which are part of the analysis codeEVOLVE. For in-
stance, the electronic charge distribution say, as given by the
Mulliken population is readily obtained. An analysis of the
electronic state is essential in terms of its components that
describe the various possible distributions of electronic
charge among the separate product species as discussed ear-
lier. Various auxiliary programs make possible further analy-
sis of the large amounts of data generated by the END tra-
jectories. Thus the classical description of the nuclei result in
classical differential cross sections with their singularities at
rainbow angles and other classical characteristics needing
standard semiclassical corrections to compare with experi-
ment. Such semiclassical methods involve the adaptation of
the simple nonuniform corrections,26 also known as the tran-
sitional Airy approximation27 to treat the classical rainbow
angles.

Inspection of the END nuclear trajectories, interparticle
distances, and atomic charges~Mulliken populations! as
function of time permits the determination of the type of
process~CT, NT inelastic, etc.!. A scattering angleu is de-
termined as

sin u5~px
21py

2!1/2/p, ~33!

wherep5(px, py, pz) with p5upu is the final momentum of
the fragment going to the detector~always the fastest!.

C. Analysis of vibrational quantum state distributions

Classical nuclei result in the description of a molecular
product as a classically vibrating rotor. Nevertheless, a reso-
lution into quantum states can be accomplished28 by employ-
ing coherent states~CS!.14 In order to be specific we consider
a diatomic molecule vibrating at some classical frequencyv.
Such a classical vibrating object can be described to be
evolving in a canonical coherent state29

ua&5e2uau2/2(
v

~av/Av! !uv&, ~34!

wherea is a continuous complex parameter anduv& are the
eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian of fre-
quencyv. The populations of the various vibrational states
are then given by the Poisson distribution

Pv5e2uau2 uau2v

v!
. ~35!

The CS expectation value of the harmonic oscillator Hamil-
tonian is

Ecs5\v~ uau21 1
2! ~36!

and the classical nuclei having no zero-point energy vibrate
with the energy

E5\vuau2. ~37!

This part of the product molecule energy is derived from the
electron nuclear dynamics, since the total nuclear energy is
calculated throughout each trajectory and at final separation
can be evaluated for the molecule in question. Subtracting
the center of mass translational energy leaves the kinetic en-
ergy of the rovibrational motion. In the present case the ro-
tational energy estimated from the angular momentum and
the moment of inertia at equilibrium is found to be negli-
gible. The final electronic state of the product molecule
comes from projecting, say, the total H11H2 electronic state
onto that of H2. Then the electronic energy of this projected
state, possibly an excited state, minus the ground state en-
ergy in the given basis yields the excitation energy, which
when added to the rovibrational kinetic energy gives the en-
ergy E available for quantum vibration and rotation of the
molecule.

Therefore the vibrational quantum state distribution of
the product molecules becomes

Pv5e2E/\v
~E/\v!v

v!
. ~38!

This analysis allows the calculation of a number of vibra-
tionally resolved properties from the END trajectories using
classical nuclei. Obviously, the harmonic oscillator CS is ad-
equate only in the case when the first few vibrational levels
are significantly populated.

This procedure does not specify the vibrational phase
and as such has similarities with a conventional binning pro-
cedure used for very large numbers of classical trajectories
on a given potential energy surface. However, a binning pro-
cedure is not feasible for the small number of fully dynami-
cal END trajectories and the coherent state analysis offers a
convenient alternative.

D. END results

The principal assumption in the END theory is that the
TDVP yields an appropriate approximation to the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation. The approximations then
consist of the choice of wavefunction~e.g., Thouless param-
etrized single determinant and classical nuclei! and that of a
basis set. There are no further assumptions about the system
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of electrons and atomic nuclei, such as constraints on the
range of values for any of the dynamical variables. The
electron-nuclear dynamics within these approximations is
exact in the sense that the system of coupled differential
equations for the dynamical variables is integrated numeri-
cally in time to machine precision using standard methods.
This approach is capable of describing details of the ‘‘micro-
dynamics’’ on electronic time scales, far beyond what is ob-
servable with current experimental techniques. Nevertheless,
such details give interesting and potentially useful informa-
tions about short-time processes. Furthermore, END does not
exclude any of the possible processes. In Table I the initial
conditions for the H11H2 system are grouped according to
which processes are generated. In summary a number of ob-
servations can be made.

~i! The dynamics starting from a target orientation@a,b#
is similar in all respects to that of an orientation@180°2a,b#.
This is expected in view of the rather isotropic interaction
between the projectile and the target.

~ii ! Effects due to anisotropy of the interaction are
mostly apparent for impact parameters below 2.0 a.u. For
instance, the rotational excitation, a clear manifestation of
such effects, is important in this range.

~iii ! The occurrence of dissociation and rearrangements
is more prominent for the@a,0°# orientations than for others,
and these two channels become less important asa goes to
0° or 180°.

~iv! Initial @a,0°# orientations lead to dissociation and
rearrangement for impact parameters less than 1.0–1.5 a.u.,
while most of @a,45°# and @a,90°# produce the same pro-
cesses for impact parameters below 0.4–0.8 a.u.

In order to illustrate some detailed END results for the
processes listed in Table I, Figs. 2 and 3 depict evolutions for
2000 a.u. of time. The figures refer to the initial target ori-
entation@90°,0°# and impact parameterb50.3, 1.0, and 1.6
a.u. which lead to dissociation, rearrangement, and NT and
CT scattering processes, respectively. Figure 2 shows the tra-
jectories of the three nuclei~in thexzplane!, and Fig. 3 gives
the Mulliken populations vs time. In the dissociation case,
the incoming projectile transfers a great deal of momentum
inducing the target to dissociate. In this case the outgoing
projectile~nucleusa! receives a significant amount of charge
from the target molecule. In both the rearrangement and the
NT and CT cases, a rovibrationally excited product molecule
is being formed. In those cases, the amount of electronic
charge transferred is significantly smaller than in the disso-
ciation case. The details in Fig. 4 of the evolution of the three
internuclear distances for the NT case indicate that the first
change in the target molecule bond distance is the so called
bond ‘‘dilution,’’ first found in a calculation by Gieseet al.30

and also in other treatments31,1 using classical nuclei.
In the CT scattering case the rovibrational excitation of

the target molecule occurs simultaneously with the electron
transfer. It is noteworthy in this context that Niedneret al.
based on their theoretical analysis of the experimental results
proposed a two-step mechanism for the CT scattering. An
initial step consists of a vibrational excitation of the H2 mol-
ecule tov f>4 followed by a second step of electron transfer

from the excited molecule. The END dynamics does not sup-
port this picture.

Another dynamical quantity of interest is the scattering
angle, which enters into the expressions for the classical dif-
ferential cross sections. Ion-molecule collisions are a bit
more complex than ion-atom scattering and the determina-
tion of a deflection function is not that straightforward. Fig-
ure 5 shows the scattering angle as a function of impact
parameter for some representative initial reactant orienta-
tions. Impact parameter values in Fig. 5 apply only to NT
and CT scattering~i.e., no breakup or rearrangement!. The
maximum in the range ofb from 2.0 to 3.0 a.u. can be
identified with the primary rainbow angle. Analogous to the
case of ion-atom collisions32,33 this rainbow angle corre-
sponds to the maximum of the attractive part of the interac-
tion between projectile and target. The value of the classical
rainbow angle is smallest for the@90°,0°# initial target orien-
tation, and shows a monotonic increase fora going to either
to 0° or 180°, or forb approaching 90°. For the@90°,90°#
and for all the@a,0°# trajectories a scattering angle of 0°, the
glory angle,32,33 arises for impact parameters smaller than
those of the primary rainbow. As is the case for ion-atom
collisions, this glory singularity in the classical cross section
occurs where the interaction changes from repulsive to at-
tractive. For trajectories with other initial target orientations
a nonzero minimum in the scattering angle replaces the glory
angle giving rise to a so-called secondary rainbow. This was
first described in aDECENT calculation by Gieseet al.30 and
also found in the TSHM calculations by Niedneret al.1 This

TABLE I. Type of process produced by various initial conditions as given
by target orientation and projectile impact parameter.D denotes dissocia-
tion, R rearrangement, and NT and CT nontransfer inelastic and charge
transfer scattering, respectively.

END product analysis
@a,b# target

orientation~deg!
Impact parameter

range~a.u.! Type of process

@90°,0°# 0.0–0.5 D
0.6–1.1 R
1.2–1.4 D
1.5–6.0 NT and CT

@90°,45°# 0.0–0.5 D
0.6–6.0 NT and CT

@90°,90°# 0.0–0.6 D
0.6–6.0 NT and CT

@60°,0°# 0.0 R
0.1–0.2 D
0.3–1.0 R
1.1–1.3 D
1.4–6.0 NT and CT

@60°,45°# 0.0 R
0.1–0.6 D
0.7–6.0 NT and CT

@60°,90°# 0.0 R
0.1–0.3 D
0.4–6.0 NT and CT

@30°,0°# 0.0–0.1 NT and CT
0.2–0.9 D
1.0–6.0 NT and CT

@30°,45°# 0.0–6.0 NT and CT
@30°,90°# 0.0–6.0 NT and CT
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secondary rainbow is associated with the interaction switch-
ing from repulsive to attractive as is the glory angle. For this
system it is also associated with the projectile being scattered
out of the originalxz plane. Actually, itsx andy components
of momentum pass through zero for close but different val-
ues of the impact parameter. Therefore, a zero scattering
angle cannot occur, as can be seen from Eq.~33!, when the
projectile goes from the region of repulsive to the region of
attractive interaction. However, the corresponding scattering
angle is rather small, which causes a blurring of the rainbow
and glory characteristics.

Analysis of the NT and CT probabilities shows that the
rearrangement and dissociation processes are most efficient

in transferring electronic charge. It is noteworthy that the CT
probability as well as the transfer of energy into vibrations
both reach a maximum at the impact parameter of the pri-
mary rainbow.

Vibrational resolution of various dynamical properties is
achieved by subjecting the END trajectories to the analysis
using the canonical CS. The result of that procedure for the
case of weighted probabilities averaged over all target orien-
tations is shown in Fig. 6. The straight line represents
b( iPi5b, since the sum over all probabilities must add to
unity. The vibrational resolution of the NT channel permits
the calculation of the classical vibrationally resolved NT in-
tegral cross sections, which show excellent agreement28 with
experiment.

FIG. 2. x vs z position for the three nuclei in three different END H11H2

trajectories, all referring to an initial molecular orientation@90°,0°# for
which the dynamics remains in thexz plane. The total evolution time is
2000 a.u.~a! The processes of dissociation (D) at b50.3 a.u.; ~b! the
rearrangement (R) at b51.0 a.u.;~c! nontransfer/charge transfer~NT/CT!
scattering atb51.6 a.u.

FIG. 3. Mulliken population ofa spin electrons vs time for the same three
cases as in Fig. 2. The final oscillation of the population in the diatomic
fragments reflects their vibrational oscillation after the collision. In the dis-
sociation case~a!, the outgoing nucleusc is the fastest and is the one
detected in the NT/CT measurement. In~b! and ~c! the atomic fragment is
faster than the diatomic one and carries the transferred charge.
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The NT vibrational energy transfer averaged over all
molecular orientations is depicted in Fig. 7 as a function of
scattering angle together with the IOSA,4 the TSHM, and the
experimental results.1 There is a satisfactory agreement with
experiment. The structure in the END results is a reflection
of the two rainbow angles. Addition of more trajectories
would tend to smooth these results.

The calculation of vibrationally resolved differential and
integral cross sections is a difficult task for any theoretical
method. Obviously, the determination of the classical differ-
ential cross sections for non-diatom collisions in general in-
volves two scattering angles@the polar scattering angleu, as
in Eq. ~33!, and the azimuthal scattering anglef#, and the
JacobianJ relating the impact parameterb and the azimuthal
anglec of the projectile with the two scattering angles.34 The
classical differential cross section can be expressed as

ds~u,f,@a,b#!/dV5(
i

biPi~u,f,@a,b#!

sin uuJi u
, ~39!

with

Ji5@]~u,f!/]~b,c!#@a,b#,b5bi ,c5c i
,

u5u~b,c!, ~40!

f5f~b,c!,

where the indexi runs over all the branches contributing to
the scattering direction@u,f#, Pi is the probability of the
particular process, and@a,b# the initial orientation of the tar-
get molecule. However, it is not difficult to prove that for
random orientations it suffices to use the Jacobiansj i
5 @]u/]b#@a,b#,b5bi

yielding the differential cross section

ds~u,@a,b#!/dV5(
i

biPi~u,@a,b#!

sin uu j i u
. ~41!

The classical differential cross sections calculated in this
manner provide a good initial estimate of the experimental
results in spite of their well-known shortcomings such as the

FIG. 4. Relative nuclear distances vs time for the orientation@90°,00°# and
impact parameterb51.6 a.u. The bond ‘‘dilution’’ of H2 as the projectile
approaches, the initial vibrational excitation@correlated to the CT process,
see Fig. 3~c!#, and the vibrational excitation after the collision can readily be
discerned.

FIG. 5. Laboratory scattering angleulab vs impact parameterb for some
representative orientations@a,b#. The cases depicted correspond only to the
NT/CT scattering~no dissociation or rearrangement! for sake of simplicity.
The primary rainbow angle can be seen for 2.0 a.u.<b<3.0 a.u. in all
cases. In the orientations withb50°, a~zero! glory angle can be observed at
impact parameters lower than that of the primary rainbow. In the other
orientations, a~nonzero! secondary rainbow angle can be seen.

FIG. 6. Orientation-averaged weighted probability vs impact parameter. All
the channels shown andb( iPi(b)5b is the upper straight line. CT is total
charge transfer via either dissociation or rearrangement or pure scattering,D
is nontransfer dissociation, andv f50,1,2,3,4,final vibrational state of the
H2 molecule in the NT scattering case. The CT probability is a continuous
function of the impact parameter but is low at high impact parameter. Ob-
serve the predominance of the dissociation and charge transfer processes at
low impact parameter, and the higher vibrational excitation at the impact
parameters of the primary rainbow.

FIG. 7. H2 NT vibrational energy transferDEvib vs laboratory scattering
angle ulab . Orientation-averaged results from END, IOSA~Ref. 4!, and
TSHM ~Ref. 1! calculations along with experimental data~Ref. 1!.
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singularities at the rainbow and glory angles, the sudden
drop in value in going from the lit to the dark side of a
rainbow angle, and the wrong position of the rainbow angle.
The average of the END results over the target orientations
yields the classical primary rainbow angle at 8.8° as com-
pared to the experimental value somewhere between 6° and
7°. The TSHM result is close to 10°.

Semiclassical corrections are straightforward and yield
cross sections that better agree with experiment. An approach
first suggested by Ford and Wheeler26 using the Airy func-
tion is employed for the primary rainbow. A key factor is the
incorporation of the probabilities for the various processes, a
procedure which connects with the exact quantumT-matrix
formulation of the problems.32 The END semiclassically cor-
rected primary rainbow angle is 7.2° for the total NT/CT
scattering, in excellent agreement with the experimental one.
The treatment of the secondary rainbow is less straightfor-
ward. There exist in the literature semiclassical treatments of
elastic isotropic scattering exhibiting a maximum and a mini-
mum in the deflection function.35,27,36The direct application
of the uniform Airy approximation to both rainbow angles
has been discussed. Approaches based on catastrophe theory,
such as the uniform and transitional Pearcey approximations,
have been suggested,36 but it is unclear how pertinent and
useful these corrections would be in the present case. No
corrections have been made for the secondary rainbow which
is the same as done in other studies.30,1 The averaging pro-
cedure of the END smooths the effects of the secondary rain-
bow, anyway.

Figure 8~a! displays the total NT differential cross sec-
tion for laboratory scattering angles of 2° through 12°. END
is compared to IOSA,4 TSHM, and the experimental result.1

The latter has been normalized to the END results by match-
ing the experimental differential cross section at the experi-
mental rainbow to the END total differential cross section at
the END rainbow angle. Exactly the same is done in the
papers by Niedneret al.1 and Baeret al.4 with their theoreti-
cal data. Of course, it makes the other theoretical results
appear worse than they really are. Figures 8~b!–8~g!, simi-
larly show the vibrationally resolved NT differential cross
sections forv50,1,2,3,4,5. Theagreement of the END re-
sults with experiment is superb with respect to position of
the primary rainbow, overall shape, and vibrational resolu-
tion. Actually, the position of the END primary rainbow in
all cases agrees better with experiment than in the so-called
full quantum mechanical study using a DIM surface and the
IOSA. The latter predicts cross sections somewhat greater
than do either TSHM or END.

The END, IOSA, and TSHM total CT differential cross
sections are given in Fig. 9 together with the experimental
ones for laboratory scattering angles of 1° through 12°. In
fact, the experimental results have been reproduced three
times for ease of comparison by normalizing them in turn to
the three theoretical curves. The END results again show
satisfactory agreement with experiment. The END transfer
cross section does better overall than the structureless TSHM
results. It also seems to give a better account of the low angle
portion than does IOSA, particularly in showing the proper
decrease down to 2°.

The END description might be judged less satisfactory at
greater scattering angles. The decrease of the theoretical
curve is less rapid than the experimental one. The reason for
this behavior is understood. For scattering angles greater
than the primary rainbow, only the scattered projectiles from
the repulsive interaction contribute to the differential cross
section. As the scattering angle increases further and the im-
pact parameter decreases, the dissociative region is eventu-
ally reached. END shows no dissociation foru<12°. Beyond
the primary rainbow angle the CT probability function from
the repulsive contributions first decreases but then steeply
increases into the region where dissociation dominates. This
situation is particularly pronounced for the@a,90°# orienta-
tions, which show less repulsion and permits the projectile to
get close, interchange a considerable amount of charge, and
then scatter. When energy losses higher than 3 eV are ex-
cluded the CT differential cross section assumes a fall-off for
the higher scattering angles close to experiment. Such a pro-
cedure makes sense for the purpose of comparison, since it
appears that products suffering these energy losses cannot be
seen by experiment.1

Vibrational resolution of the CT cross section with the
same CS procedure as for the NT channel is not possible
within the simplest END model used here. Even though the
electronic state is reasonable~as shown by the total differen-
tial cross section for charge transfer!, the vibrational motion
associated with that channel is incorrect. The reason is, of
course, that the NT channel dominates and the classical nu-
clei react to an average force that corresponds mostly to this
channel. Hence, the CS vibrational analysis works in that
channel, but fails in the charge transfer channel because the
END trajectories display a nuclear motion that corresponds
more to the H2 than to the H2

1 product. The necessary aug-
mentations of the simplest END model in order to remedy
this situation will be addressed in a forthcoming paper.

None of the theories, including a multitrajectory
method,37 reproduces the sharp falloff of the experimental
differential cross section at very low scattering angles. The
END results down to 1° are no different. This increase in the
calculated differential cross section for charge transfer seems
to have its origin in the secondary rainbow, and particularly
involves trajectories with@a,90°# target orientations. Such a
pronounced discrepancy between theory and experiment de-
serves further study.

An intriguing feature of the studies of this simple ion-
molecule system is the quite different absolute magnitudes of
the total transfer cross section produced by the various theo-
retical approaches. Unfortunately, the time of flight experi-
ment referred to throughout this study1 did not yield absolute
results, which means that independent investigations must be
consulted for comparison. Past experiments on the CT pro-
cesses of H11H2 measured only integral cross sections, and
most of those experiments were not carried out at energies
close toElab530. Some experiments at 30 eV actually failed
to detect any transfer whatsoever.38 Therefore, the value used
here for comparison is one interpolated from data compiled
by Phelps.39 This data collection contains quite a few experi-
mental results for 23.16 eV<Elab<10 000 eV. Among these
data, the experiment closest to our collision energy is the one
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FIG. 8. Nontransfer differential cross sections vs laboratory scattering angle for different final vibrational states. Orientation-averaged results from END,
IOSA ~Ref. 4!, and TSHM~Ref. 1! along with experiment~Ref. 1!. The latter have been normalized to the END results by matching the experimental total
NT differential cross section at the experimental rainbow angle. The total and the vibrationally resolved differential cross sections forv f50, 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5 are shown.
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by Gealyet al.40 The fitted values are also consistent with
those in the classical works by Cramer38 and Koopman.41

Table II compares the interpolated experimental CT cross
sections with the available theoretical ones. The END values
are obtained by

s~@a,b#!5E
b1

b2
P~b,@a,b#!bdb ~42!

followed by an average over orientations. The integration
limits are chosen to correspond to the scattering angle inter-
val of interest. It is not possible to ascertain whether the
experimental values include dissociation and rearrangement
contributions to the total CT process. Therefore, Table II
contains three different columns:~i! 0<ulab<12° the span of
scattering angle in the experiment of Niedneret al.1 END
does not predict dissociation or rearrangement in this range.
~ii ! The full range of scattering angle but excluding the con-
tributions from dissociation and rearrangement, i.e., scatter-
ing CT integral cross section.~iii ! The full range of scattering
angle with all contributing processes included~dissociation,
rearrangement, and scattering!, i.e., the full CT integral cross
section.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

With every new application of the END theory more is
revealed about the power and limitations of its formulation in
the simplest terms, i.e., a single determinantal state for the

electrons and classical nuclei. Obviously, one would expect
there to be situations which would demand a quantum me-
chanical description of the nuclei. Nevertheless, this simplest
END model has shown surprising resilience and ability to
give excellent results for small collisional systems that ex-
hibit a great variety of competing processes. The END re-
sults for the H11H2 reaction presented here using a modest
pVDZ basis are, in most respects, superior to those of com-
peting theoretical approaches. The results presented here and
elsewhere using theENDyne code provide evidence that the
correct treatment of electron-nuclear coupling is important
for these dynamical processes and also shows that there exist
convenient direct paths to dynamics that avoid the detour
through stationary electronic states and potential energy sur-
faces.

However, it is also clear that further development of the
simplest END model is necessary in order to treat all the
details of a system as H11H2 at 30 eV. As discussed earlier,
the classical description of the nuclei is not flexible enough
to permit a reasonable vibrational resolution of the charge
transfer cross sections. The dominant NT dynamics estab-
lishes the character of the nuclear trajectories and in order to
yield the correct detailed dynamics for the charge transfer,
which has a small probability, one could introduce a split
wave packet description. Such a formulation can also be
taken to the narrow wave packet~or classical! limit. Work in
this direction is already started an will be reported in a forth-
coming paper.
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